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The British Museum exhibition

FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK
In this issue, sadly, we have the
swan song of Coleen Carlile and
her beautifully woven Words, Words,
Words articles which we have all
enjoyed for so many years. Coleen
has decided to give up her regular
column in spite of my efforts to
retain her. I am sure there will be
many who bemoan her decision.
On account of Coleen’s decision I was moved to
look up the early issues of In Touch, originally with the
intention of establishing when it was that Coleen’s
name first appeared. When one starts digging into the
archives surprises appear. The first was that this is the
20th year of the publication first issued in the summer
of 1992 under the editorship of the late Brian Howes
of happy memory with a forward by the then Parish
Priest Father Austin Kinsella.
The 16 page edition carried no less than five pages
on the activities of the newly formed Justice and Peace
group of which the editor was an active member over
the ten years of its existence which was dissolved on
account of the chairperson’s heavy work load. But it
was encouraging to see also that some of the advertisers in the first issue, particularly Henry Morgan, have
advertised in all of the 72 issues to this date.
One cannot but be impressed by the wide variety
of talent and expertise that existed then in the parish and still does. Familiar contributors; Ann Farmer,
Frank Fitzpatrick and Dr Doherty cropped up over and
over again in the first issues and after appearing for
the first time in the fourth issue in 1993 Coleen Carlile
became another regular contributor. In the dark ages,
the 1990s, when emails were in their infancy and the
World Wide Web was not yet born, publishing In Touch
must have been a daunting task and all credit is due
to the then editor and all those who contributed, no
doubt by carrier pigeon in hard copy that had to be
transcribed by the editor and the art work done by
Victoria Love. Victoria’s full time occupation was that
of solicitor. She continued doing the layout and with
the help of Kathy Howes, did all the proof reading right
up to the time that I took over as editor six years ago.
Then I got lucky with Ranjika De Silva who is a professional graphic artist and without whom the magazine
would ever have progressed to the 32 page glossy that
it is today.
The first three or four issues, due to the presence
of two Croatian Friars temporarily residing in the
Woodford Friary, concentrated much on the war in
the Balkans and the parish rallied round with aid to
Croatia organised by the Justice and Peace group.
Today our gaze has moved further east to the Arab
Spring nations and Syria, Iraq and Iran. Issues are far
more complex and potentially more globally dangerous. Why do the major world powers not move into
Syria to protect its citizens? The answer is simple; no
point in attacking one tentacle of the octopus; it will
just arouse the others. Better to strike at the body and
maybe the build up of US war ships in the Gulf. This
would be preparation for just such a move on the head
of the beast; Iran. Leon Menzies racionzer Editor
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‘Hajj: journey to the heart of Islam’
By Rhonda Anderson.
Using references from the British Museum press
release, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kaaba and Karen
Armstrong, Islam: A Short History

T

he Hajj, or pilgrimage to Mecca in Saudi
Arabia, is one of the five pillars of Islam.
Together with faith, prayer, charity and
fasting, every Muslim is required, if they
are able, to make at least one journey to Mecca in
their lifetime.
The exhibition has three strands. The first section is
on the pilgrim journey, emphasising the different historic
routes and the hardships of earlier times. The second is
the present day Hajj with the associated rituals and the
meaning of the experience to today’s pilgrims. The third is
the city of Mecca itself. All of these themes are well supported with objects and a lot of text.
The pilgrimage takes place during the last month of
the Islamic year. Why Mecca? The prophet Muhammad
received the first of his revelations in the 7th Century here,
so the city has long been viewed as the spiritual centre of
Islam. There has been considerable collaboration from the
British Museum and the Saudis to bring about this major
exhibition which is the first one devoted to the Hajj.
Before setting out, the pilgrim should settle all debts,
provide for dependants and seek forgiveness. Many make
their wills and make their wishes known, should they not
return. This was obviously more important in days gone
by when the journey was much more difficult and took a
much longer time. There are small guide books with a cord
to hang around one’s neck, in several languages, which
give all the information needed about performing the rituals and what prayers to say at each step of every day. Men
wear two pieces of white unstitched cloth and there are
places to change from your usual attire. These garments
symbolise purity, equality and peace and the unity that
binds all races and peoples. Because everyone is dressed
the same with no status showing, the poorest can mix with
the richest and there is no division between them.
The most sacred part of the sanctuary at Mecca is the
Ka’ba, the cube shaped building that Muslims believe was
built by Abraham and his son Ishmael. There are many
rituals associated with the Hajj which remain unchanged,
and it continues to be a powerful undertaking drawing
Muslims together from all nationalities and sects.
The Ka’ba has a new curtain every year and the one for
2003 is on display at the entrance of the exhibition. It is
richly hand embroidered with gold Arabic script on a black
background. Men do this hand work and on the screen of
the audio guide, the stitching can be seen taking place.
There are several rituals associated with the Hajj. Tawaf
is the circumambulation when pilgrims walk anticlockwise

for souvenirs, albeit they were
tasteful and expensive ones.
Water bottles are used to hold the
water from the Zamzam spring
and these came in all shapes and
sizes. Plastic ones are used today.
Where there are people there
is trade, and a lot of retail therapy
accompanies the pilgrims. Some
divide their time between mosque
around the Ka’ba seven times. It is believed
and commerce, as was borne out
that Abraham and Ishmael walked around
by a case holding many colourful
the Ka’ba seven times after they had rebuilt
souvenirs of the Hajj, embroidered
it. After Tawaf pilgrims drink from the Well
men’s hats being the most popular
of Zamzam which Muslims believe was
purchase.
discovered by Abraham’s wife Hagar. They
The K’’ba in M
Leave time for the most interestthen perform Sa’i which is walking seven
ecca shown
as
the centre of th
ing
part of the exhibition where the
times between Safa and Marwa represente world
rituals of the Hajj are explained, and
ing the seven times Hagar ran between
the textiles are on show. As nonthe two hills to find water. On the second
Muslims are not allowed to take part
day pilgrims travel to Arafat where they
in the Hajj, this gives you a unique
stay standing outside in contemplation
close up view of what goes on, and
and prayer, asking for God’s forgiveness,
the reasons for the rituals.
until dusk. This is a most important and
At the end of the exhibition there are
essential part of Hajj and if it is missed
a few contemporary art works which
the Hajj is not valid and it must be done
are well worth some time. I found them
again another year. Muzdalifa is a plain
very moving. Magnetism, by Ahmed
on which pilgrims camp overnight on the
Mater, had iron filings around a cuboid
second day and where they collect the
magnet, representing the magnetic
pebbles they will later throw at the three
attraction of the Ka’ba to the pilgrims,
pillars. Jamarat and Eid al-Adha are on
(the iron filings). It was a very beautiful
the third day where pilgrims cut or shave
installation of symmetric simplicity. This
their hair, sacrifice a sheep or goat
may prompt us to ask, what is the centre
and perform ritual cleansing. They then
Pilgrim in Ihra
of my life? Processing around the Ka’ba
stone the pillars which re-enacts the
m at the
sanctuary in M
can
be seen as a metaphor for this quesstory of the Prophet Abraham who was
ecca from the
Is
ka
nd
er
Suktan Miscella
tion. Idris Khan’s black and white picture
confronted by the devil and ordered
ny
depicts many sayings by pilgrims who
by the Angel Gabriel to reject him by
have made the Hajj journey. The sayings
throwing stones. This symbolises the
are stamped, overlapping, and radiating
pilgrim casting out evil from his heart.
out from a central point, and again make
The close of the Hajj is marked by a
a moving testament to this life-changing
festival, the Eid Al-Adha, with gifts in
event in Muslims’ lives. Idris Khan has also
Muslim communities everywhere.
written an enigmatic poem entitled You and
Many interesting artefacts associonly You.
ated with the Hajj are on display.
There is much to learn from this exhibiSome ancient writing on camel
tion and it reinforces my conviction that all
bones has recently been excavated.
the good that is in religions could change the
Coins, beads, ceramics and jewelworld, if only people would extract the pure
lery have also been found. A multiessence of them, and live accordingly.
coloured necklace of glass beads,
One quote which struck me was, ‘I am here
agate and carnelian, was not that
for you God, and only you.’
dissimilar from something you
The exhibition is on from 26 January - 15
might wear today. Spode-made
Hajj certificate
April
2012 in the Round Reading Room so
ceramics with Arabic writing in
(detail)
17th - 18th ce
there
is still plenty time to see it.
order to cash in on the demand
ntury

Magnetism, by Ahmed Mater,
had iron filings around a
cuboid magnet, representing
the magnetic attraction of the
Ka’ba to the pilgrims,
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Quirks of the English Language
By Frank Fitzpatrick
As we know the
English language
has many quirks.
I would like to
talk about one
of those quirks,
the suffixes, or
for those with a
classical education, suffices ‘ful’ and ‘less’. (the first
oddity about this use is that we truncate the word ‘full’ to ‘ful’ but ‘less’
does not become ‘les’) We attach
these suffixes to nouns to turn them
into contrasts or opposites. Thus we
might take the nouns care, thought,
fear and produce adjectives ‘ a careless word’, ‘a thoughtful letter’, ‘a
fearless action’. With these examples we have simple contrasts but,
as always in our language, there are

The Older Woman and the Green Thing Guilty as Charged By Anon

C

6

they really were recycled. We refilled
writing
pens
with
ink
instead of buying a new pen, and we
replaced the razor blades in a
razor instead of throwing away the whole
razor just because the
blade got dull. But we
didn’t have the green
thing back in our day.
We walked up stairs,
because we didn’t
have an escalator in
every
shop
and office building.
We walked to the grocery store and didn’t
climb into a 300-horsepower machine every
time we had to go two blocks. But she
was right. We didn’t have the green
thing in our day.
Back then, we washed the baby’s
nappies because we didn’t have the
throw-away kind. We dried clothes on

a line, not in an energy gobbling
machine burning up 220 volts; wind
and solar power really did dry
our clothes back in our early days.
Kids got hand-me-down
clothes from their brothers or sisters, not
always
brand-new
clothing. But that
young lady is right. We
didn’t have the green
thing back in our day.
Back then, we had
one TV, or radio, in the
house -- not a TV in
every room. And the
TV had a small screen
the size of a handkerchief
(remember
them?), not a screen the size of the
county
of
Yorkshire
.
In the kitchen, we blended and stirred
by hand because we didn’t have
electric machines to do everything for
us. When we packaged a fragile

item to send in the post, we used
wadded up old newspapers to cushion it, not Styrofoam or plastic bubble
wrap. Back then, we didn’t fire
up an engine and burn petrol just to
cut the lawn. We used a push
mower that ran on human power. We
exercised by working so we didn’t
need to go to a health club to run on
treadmills that operate on electricity.
But she’s right. We didn’t have the
green thing back then.
We drank water from a fountain or
a tap when we were thirsty instead
of demanding a plastic bottle flown in
from another country. We accepted
that a lot of food was seasonal and
didn’t expect that to be bucked by flying it thousands of air miles around
the world. We actually cooked food
that didn’t come out of a packet, tin
or plastic wrap and we could even
wash our own vegetables and chop
our own salad. But we didn’t have the
green thing back then.
In Touch 2012 Issue 1
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hecking out at the store,
the young cashier suggested to an older
woman
that
she
should bring her own shopping bags because plastic bags
weren’t good for the environment.
The woman apogised
and
explained, “We didn’t have this green
thing back in my earlier days.”
The cashier responded, “That’s our
problem today. Your generation did
not care enough to save our environment for future generations.”
She was right; our generation didn’t
have the green thing in its
day. Back then, we returned milk
bottles, pop bottles and beer bottles
to the store. The store sent them
back to the plant to be washed
and sterilized and
refilled, so it could
use the same
bottles over
and over. So

many anomalies or exceptions to this selfish, four quite different ways of
expressing the presence of the attrigeneral practice.
Firstly there are many examples bute. Is there a way of expressing
where only one suffix is used. We the opposite of peerless other than
‘without peer’?
say beautiful, rueWorthless
and
And
some
ful, boastful, but we
examples are even
do not use less to
priceless mean
odder. We are all
express their opposites; instead we completely opposite familiar with the
words gormless,
use quite different
words – ugly, unre- things even though reckless, feckless,
but gormful, reckpentant, modest.
There is no obvious worth and price mean ful and feckful are
reason why beau- much the same thing never used. Not
only that but the
tiless, rueless and
boastless are not used except that nouns from which these adjectives
are derived have also disappeared.
now they would seem wrong.
On the other side we say point- We would be hard put to it now to
less, senseless, blameless, selfless, give a meaning to gorm, reck and
peerless. Here the opposites would feck. They are old English words that
be pointed, sensible, blameworthy, are no longer in use but the derived
adjective remains.
Now let us consider the three
words ‘mercy’, ‘pity’,
and ‘ruth’. They are
Back
then,
all given a similar
people took the
meaning
in the
tram or a bus,
dictionary although
and kids rode
the last one is seltheir bikes to
dom used now
school
or
(indeed my computwalked instead
er underlines it in
of turning their
red because it does
mothers into a
not recognise it as a
24-hour taxi
service. We had one electrical outlet proper word). We say merciless, pitiin a room, not an entire bank of less and ruthless to apply to a cruel
sockets to power a dozen appliances. unfeeling person. Yet we find merciAnd we didn’t need a computerized ful and pitiful but not ruthful in our litgadget to receive a signal beamed erature. And merciful does not mean
from satellites 2,000 miles out in the same as pitiful. A merciful man is
space in order to find the nearest one who shows compassion; a pitiful
man is one who needs compassion –
pizza joint. But isn’t it
a subtle change in meaning.
sad the current generLet us now take two other words,
ation laments how
‘price’ and ‘worth, both of which refer
wasteful we old folks
to the value of an object. These two
were just because
words can use the suffix ‘less’ but
we didn’t have the
not ‘ful’. If an object fetches a high
green thing back
price in a sale we would consider it
then?
to be full of worth but we do not
Submitted
say it is ‘worthful’ nor do we call in
by Ros
‘priceful’. Now if nobody offered
Macpherson

s

Lourdes: a hundred years of service
any money for the object we would
call it ‘worthless’ but not ‘priceless’
Indeed to call something priceless
means that it is of enormous worth.
Thus worthless and priceless mean
completely opposite things even
though worth and price mean much
the same thing – very illogical.
A similar contradiction occurs when
dealing with counting numbers. If we
are referring to, say, the stars in the
sky or the grains of sand on the sea
shore, where there would be a great
deal of counting, we call that number
‘countless’ even though a great deal
of counting would be required – there
is no such word as ‘countful’ which is
surely more appropriate.
The final illogicality is that, although
these two suffixes are used to express
opposite extremes, they themselves
are not opposites. The opposite of
‘full’ is ‘empty’ ; the opposite of ‘less’
is ‘more’. But then that is the English
language for you!

THE INDISPENSABLE MAN
Sometime, when you’re feeling
important
Sometime, when your Ego’s in
bloom
Sometime, when you take it for
granted
You’re the best informed man in
the room
Take a bucket and fill it with water
Put your hand in it up to the wrist
Pull it out and the hole that
remains there
Is the measure of how you’ll be
missed
You may splash all you please as
you enter
You may stir up the water galore
But stop ! And you’ll see in a
moment
That it looks just the same as
before
The moral of this simple story
Is do just the best that you can
Because you’ll find that in spite of
vain glory
There is no ‘ Indispensable Man’
8

Paul and Mary Affleck in Lourdes.

Responding to
Our Lady’s call
Submitted by Paul Affleck

I

f you ask a roomful of
Catholics what they think
of Lourdes, you are likely
to get some pretty divided
answers. There are those
for whom Lourdes is a home from
home. They have come as youngsters and continued through various stages of life till they join
the ranks of the sick and elderly:
these are the special guests of
Our Lady at this shrine. Others
talk of what they have seen or
heard of the commercialisation
of the town, which seems to be a
vast religious emporium retailing
religious art and pious objects
covering the whole range – both
in prices and in taste. Even some
exemplary Catholics regard modern Lourdes as the very worst
aspect of the Church.
From the days of the apparitions onwards, the phenomenon of
Lourdes has divided opinion. It has
not only been churchgoers versus the
rest. Many of the contemporaneous
clergy refused to believe Bernadette
and tried various ruses to catch her

out. The bishop of Tarbes, a man
known as a cold, practical administrator, deliberately procrastinated
in setting up the Commission to
enquire into the events at Lourdes;
but four years later, presiding at the
final meeting of the Commission, he
heard Bernadette questioned and
was reduced to tears by her simplicity
and evident holiness.
Perhaps it was the ambivalent attitude of their fellow Catholics towards
Lourdes that caused a group of
friends in England to form in 1912
the Society of Our Lady of Lourdes
with the object of encouraging devotion to Our Lady of Lourdes and
assisting poor and sick pilgrims to go
to her shrine in south west France.
There were already some English pilgrimages to Lourdes and initially the
Society did not itself organise any.
With the advent of the First World
War, it became impractical for pilgrims to go from England to Lourdes.
Interest in the Society and its work
dwindled to such an extent that in
1917 its officers approached their
patron, the Cardinal Archbishop of

Sister Josephine of Holy Family in
Lourdes (above) Sol Tranmar and
Janice Tyler, helpers in Lourdes (right)

Westminster, to ask for permission to
wind up the organisation. To their surprise, he refused and commissioned
them instead to become the pilgrimage arm of the Catholic Association,
and develop the expertise for the
considerable task of bringing large
numbers of the sick on pilgrimage
from England to Lourdes.
The Society became known in
Lourdes as the English National
pilgrimage of the sick and was a
familiar sight at Victoria Station in
London and at the ports of Dover or
Folkestone and Calais or Boulogne,
where a special pilgrimage train with
purpose built ambulance cars would
meet them for the overnight journey
to Lourdes. Pilgrims came from dioceses all over the country, accompanied by their bishops and numerous
priests.
By the late fifties and early sixties,
tourist travel was becoming easier
– at least for able-bodied pilgrims.
Individual bishops, spurred on by the
Vatican Council’s encouragement to
them to make their dioceses a focal
point of activity for the Faithful, began
to organise their own pilgrimages,
which they saw as a prime opportunity to develop their youth groups
and other diocesan movements.
In recognition of this change, the
Society eventually dropped the title
of English National in favour of the
Pilgrimage for the Sick. Brentwood
and Westminster dioceses left in the
late eighties and the last diocese left
in 2003 to establish their own pilIn Touch 2012 Issue 1

grimages. But the Society continues
to take eighty or more sick or infirm
each year, and is still one of the largest English pilgrimages of the sick.
There are many ways of experiencing Lourdes but serving on or accompanying a pilgrimage of the sick has
its own very special value. Our Lady
did not specifically call for the sick
or promise miracles. She called for
penance and prayer for sinners, for
a chapel to be built and for people
to come in procession. Cures soon
followed – some of them so extraordinary that they were recognised as
inexplicable in medical terms by the
highly professional commissions set
up to vet all such claims. However,
it is not in search of the miraculous
that one should come to Lourdes; the
real cure is a healing of the spirit that
one sees time and again in pilgrims
who seek to respond to Our Lady’s
call through the sacraments, private
prayer and sharing in the community
of pilgrimage.
On the steep path that winds down
the hill of Massabielle behind the
Grotto stands the statue of a blind

man who came to Lourdes to ask for
recovery of his sight. The inscription
gives his testimony that he received
insight far exceeding the physical miracle for which he had prayed.
Throughout its 150 year history,
the shrine of Lourdes has been preeminently the one where the sick
take pride of place. Although, nowadays, we are fortunately emerging
from the times when the long-term
sick were hidden away in hospitals
and excluded from normal social life,
there is still nothing to rival the way
in which the sick and those with disabilities are treated in Lourdes. They
are at the front of every ceremony,
they are given special access to the
Grotto and even the shopkeepers in
the town show enormous care – and
often patience – in attending to their
needs.
One of the most moving experiences in Lourdes is when 25,000
people or more assemble in the St
Pius X underground basilica for the
International Mass and the choir and
congregation sing the majestic chant
of the Introit for the feast of Our
Lady of Lourdes, “I saw the holy
city, the new Jerusalem coming down
from God out of heaven like a bride
adorned for her husband”. As the
verse continues, “I heard a voice
say ‘Here God dwells among men’”,
one can look around and see, gathered round the altar, the blind, the
deaf, the lame, the front ranks of the
Church Militant, all participating with
us in the universal sacrifice of Christ.
Allan Cook
The Parish of St Thomas of
Canterbury has a long history of
support for the Society of Our Lady
of Lourdes and in 2011 some ten
parishioners travelled as helpers.
The Society’s Centenary pilgrimage
to Lourdes in 2012 takes place 31st
May – 6th June. Information is available from the Society’s office 020
8848 9833 or from
www.soll-lourdes.com.
The Society also holds an annual
pilgrimage to Aylesford, Kent to celebrate the feast of the Assumption. In
2012 this will take place on Sunday,
12th August and includes Mass at a
picnic and a rosary procession.
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Walkers preparing to set off outside
the Becket Centre

Sponsored Events 2012
TAKE THE PLUNGE
110FT CHARITY ABSEIL

HARLOW WATER TOWER

Brentwood Catholic Children’s Society

Walk Experience

By Emilie Mae Torlotin

photo shoot at Grimston’s Oak - the
oldest tree in Epping Forest. When
we arrived back at the Becket Centre
we were rewarded by some very nice
refreshments kindly provided by the
ladies of the CWL (Catholic Women’s
League).
To raise funds for this good cause,
I approached many of my family and
friends / peers including my teachers
and Dr Doherty, the Headmaster of
my school, Trinity. I was very happy
with the support I got and the money
my mother and I raised for Childcare.
I thoroughly enjoyed doing the walk
and look forward to participating in
the next fundraising walk on 9th June
this year.

the forest and to keep a memory of
the high spirits of the day. Half way
n Saturday 24th June through our walk - at the Bikers’ Café
last year we set out on at the top of Fairmead Road - we
a long walk through stopped to catch our breath with a
Epping Forest. It was cup of tea/coffee and a quick snack.
a warm and sunny day full of On the way back we stopped for a
expectation and charm. It was
my first time and I was excited
about raising funds for Childcare.
I have been given opportunities
to do fund raising for the Motor
Neurone Association after my
grandmother passed away from
By Julie Abbott Fundraising Manager, BCCS
the illness nearly nine years ago.
It gives you the awareness to
n the 9th of June 2012 25 separate walks taking place
share with others and discover
we will celebrate the around the Diocese.
Over the years, the Annual
how we could help in many ways.
20th anniversary of the
We all met up at the Becket Centre
BCCS Annual Sponsored Walk Sponsored Walk has raised thoufor a quick brief on what path we
and we are hoping for a record sands and thousands of pounds for
the charity and the event now in its
were taking for the journey. There
number of walkers this year.
were over 40 people of all ages raisThe walk started 20 years ago 20th year has become an integral
ing money for Childcare, including a
with a volunteer, Mr Joseph Brown, part of our fundraising calendar.
baby in a buggy and a dog!
having the idea of arranging a spon- With your help we can make the
The walk was from St Thomas’
sored walk which involved all par- walk another resounding success.
Church to High Beach and back. While
ish’s around the diocese walking Try to encourage family members,
walking through the treacherous
into Brentwood Cathedral. From friends and other parishioners to
woods, the vibe of the whole group
humble beginnings the walk has take part on Saturday June 9th.
was very enthusiastic and happy.
evolved into one of the Society’s big- Your personal support is vital to the
Every now and then we stopped and
gest fundraising events with nearly work of the Society.
took photos to capture the beauty of

O

Sunday 6th May
Participants must be over 16 years but no upper age limit!
£30 participation fee.

All money raised by 17th May will have the
unique opportunity to be doubled with UK Aid Match funding. For
every £1 given the Government will give £1,
helping us to change even more lives

PEDAL AGAINST POVERTY

Lee Valley Park
Sunday 27th May

Brentwood Catholic Children’s Society

Annual Sponsored Walk

19 mile return ride
from Ponders End Lock to
Broxbourne or Shorter
10 mile route (Cheshunt to
Broxbourne) for families

O

10

Organised by
Harlow Tye Rotary club

Participants under 18 must be accompanied by an adult.£6 registration fee for entrants.

For more information contact Joanna Jarvis or Mary Matthews
CAFOD Brentwood, Chigwell Convent, 803 Chigwell Road, Woodford Bridge, IG8 8AU
Telephone 020 85029722
Email brentwood@cafod.org.uk
Find us on facebook
Charity number: 285776
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Easter Traditions and Folklore
Easter in the UK

In the UK Easter is one of the
major Christian festivals of
the year. It is full of customs,
folklore and traditional food.
However, Easter in Britain has its
beginnings long before the arrival
of Christianity. Many theologians
believe Easter itself is named after
the Anglo-Saxon goddess of the
dawn and spring - Eostre.

Symbols of Easter
Many of the symbols and traditions
of Easter are connected with renewal, birth, good luck and fertility.
The Cross
Of course as it is a Christian festival one of the main symbols is a
cross, often on a hill. When Jesus
was crucified, the cross became a
symbol of suffering. Then with the
resurrection, Christians saw it as a
symbol of victory over death. In A.D.
325, Constantine issued a decree
at the Council of Nicaea, that the
Cross would be the official symbol of
Christianity.

12

The Easter Bunny
Rabbits, due to their fecund nature,
have always been a symbol of fertility. The Easter bunny (rabbit) however
may actually be an Easter hare. The
hare was allegedly a companion of
the ancient Moon goddess and of
Eostre.
Strangely the bunny as an
Easter symbol seems
to have its origins in
Germany, where it
was first mentioned in
German writings in the
16th Century. The first
edible Easter bunnies
appeared in Germany
during the early 1800s,
they were made of pastry
and sugar. Sadly hare hunting (hare
coursing) used to be a common pastime at Easter. But this might please
some of the more fundamentalist Christians, who consider the
fluffy fellow to be unchristian.
Dressing Up For Easter
Easter was once a traditional day for getting married; that may be why peo-

given to the poor.
In the 17th century, and earlier,
the King or Queen would wash the
feet of the selected poor people as
a gesture of humility, and in remembrance of Jesus washing the feet
of the disciples. Suffice to say that
doesn’t happen any more, in fact the
last monarch to do this was James II.
ple often dress up for Easter. Women
would make and wear special Easter
bonnets - decorated with flowers and
ribbons. Even today in Battersea
in London there is a special Easter
Parade, where hand-made bonnets
are shown off.

Maundy Thursday
Maundy Thursday is the Thursday
before Easter. Christians remember
it as the day of the Last Supper,
when Jesus washed the feet of his
disciples and established the ceremony known as the Eucharist.
The word Maundy” comes from the
French word, “Mande,” meaning
“command” or “mandate” and
is taken from the command
given by Christ at the Last
Supper, “love one another as I
have loved you.”
In Britain, the Queen takes
part in the Ceremony of
the Royal Maundy, which
dates back to Edward I.
This involves the distribution of Maundy
Money to deserving
senior citizens (one man and one
woman for each year of the sovereign’s age), usually chosen for having done service to their community. They receive ceremonial red and
white purses which contain coins
made especially for the occasion.
The white purse contains one coin
for each year of the monarch’s reign.
The red purse contains money in
place of other gifts that used to be

Good Friday
On the Friday before Easter, Christians
commemorate the crucifixion of
Jesus Christ. It is a day of mourning in
church and special Good Friday services are held where Christians meditate on Jesus’ suffering and death on
the cross, and what this means for

en flour from which the cakes were
made.. The fourth Sunday in Lent is
still known as Simnel Sunday in some
areas. The Simnel cake is an Easter
tradition but was originally baked as
a Mothering Sunday gift, but today
is more usually restricted to Easter.
Eleven balls of marzipan are placed
around the top layer to represent the
eleven true disciples but the really
good cake also has a layer of delicious sticky marzipan in the centre

Mothering Sunday is
the fourth Sunday
of Lent. Although
it’s often called
Mothers’ Day
it has no connection with the
American festival of
that name.
Traditionally, it was a day when
children, mainly daughters, who had
gone to work as domestic servants
were given a day off to visit their
mother and family. Today it is a day
when children give presents, flowers,
their faith.
Calling it ‘Good Friday’ may seem and home-made cards to their motha bit bizarre, but some people think ers. Centuries ago it was considered
that it was once called God’s Friday important for people to return to their
home or ‘mother’ church once a year.
or Holy Friday.
So each year in the middle of Lent,
everyone would visit their ‘mother’
Hot Cross Buns
Hot cross buns, now eaten throughout church - the main church or cathedral
the Easter season, were first baked in of the area. Inevitably the return to the
England to be served on Good Friday. ‘mother’ church became an occasion
These small, lightly sweet yeast buns for family reunions when children who
contain raisins or currants and some- were working away returned home. (It
times chopped candied fruit. Before was quite common in those days for
baking, a cross is slashed in the top children to leave home for work once
of the bun or a paste is piped across they were ten years old.) And most
historians think that it was the return
the bun to form a cross.
to the ‘Mother’ church which led to
the tradition of children, particularly
Simnel Cake
those working as domestic servants,
Simnel cakes had been known
or as apprentices, being
from mediaeval times
given the day off to
and the word simnel
visit their mother
probably derived from
and family. As
the latin word ‘simila’,
they
walked
meaning fine, wheatIn Touch 2012 Issue 1

FOOD PAGES
Please send in any recipes
of your own making that you
have enjoyed. See that the
quantities of ingredients are
clearly stated and only send
in recipes that you have tried
and tested. Submissions to
Mary Knights c/o the editor
72 Malvern Drive IG8 0JP
or email
recipes@myintouch.co.uk
along the country lanes, children
would pick wild flowers or violets to
take to church or give to their mother
as a small gift.

SIMNEL CAKE
100g/4oz glacé cherries
225g/8oz butter, softened
225g/8oz light muscovado sugar
4 large eggs
225g/8oz self-raising flour
225g/8oz sultanas
100g/4oz currants
50g/2oz chopped candied peel
2 lemons, grated zest only
2 tsp ground mixed spice
For the filling and topping
450g/1lb marzipan
1-2 tbsp apricot jam, warmed
1 egg - beaten
Preheat the oven to 150C/280F/Gas 2.
Grease and line a 20cm/ 8in cake tin.

1. Cut the cherries into quarters, put
in a sieve and rinse under running
water. Drain well then dry thoroughly
on kitchen paper.
2. Place the cherries in a bowl with
the butter, sugar, eggs, self-raising
flour, sultanas, currants, candied
peel, lemon zest and mixed spice and
beat well until thoroughly mixed. Pour
half the mixture into the prepared tin.
3. Take one-third of the marzipan and
roll it out to a circle the size of the tin

s

Easter Eggs
Easter eggs are a very old tradition
going to a time before Christianity.
Eggs after all are a symbol of spring
and new life. Exchanging and eating
Easter eggs is a popular custom in
many countries. In the UK before
they were replaced by chocolate
Easter eggs, real eggs were used, in
most cases, chicken eggs. The eggs
were hard-boiled and dyed in various
colours and patterns. The traditionally bright colours represented spring
and light. Sadly, nowadays if
you gave a child in Britain a
hard-boiled egg on Easter
Sunday, you would probably not get thanked
very graciously!
An older more traditional game is one

in which real eggs are rolled against
one another or down a hill. The owner
of the egg that stayed whole the longest won. Even today in the north of
England, for example as at Preston
in Lancashire, they still carry out the
custom of egg rolling. Hard boiled
eggs are rolled down slopes to see
whose egg goes furthest. In other
places another game is played. You
hold an egg in the palm of the hand
and bang against your opponent’s
egg. The loser is the one whose egg
breaks first.
Nowadays people give each other
Easter eggs made of chocolate, usually hollow and filled with sweets. In
Britain children hunt for (chocolate)
Easter eggs hidden about the home
or garden by the Easter bunny.

Mary Knights
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and then place on top of the cake
mixture. Spoon the remaining cake
mixture on top and level the surface.
4. Bake in the pre-heated oven for
about 2½ hours, or until well risen,
evenly brown and firm to the touch.
Cover with aluminium foil after one
hour if the top is browning too quickly.
Leave to cool in the tin for 10 minutes
then turn out, peel off the parchment
and finish cooling on a wire rack.
5. When the cake is cool, brush
the top with a little warmed apricot
jam and roll out half the remaining
marzipan to fit the top. Press firmly
on the top and crimp the edges to
decorate. Mark a criss-cross pattern
on the marzipan with a sharp knife.
Form the remaining marzipan into 11
balls.
6. Brush the marzipan with beaten
egg and arrange the marzipan balls
around the edge of the cake. Brush
the tops of the balls with beaten egg
and then carefully place the cake
under a hot grill until the top is lightly
toasted.

HOT CROSS BUNS
625g/1.3lb strong white flour, plus
extra for dusting
1 tsp salt
2 tsp ground mixed spice
45g/ 1.5 oz unsalted butter, cut into
cubes, plus extra for greasing
85g/3oz sugar
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1 lemon, zest only
1½ tsp fast-action yeast
1 free-range egg
275ml/10fl oz tepid milk
125g/4oz mixed dried fruit
For the topping
2 tbsp plain flour
vegetable oil, for greasing
1 tbsp golden syrup, gently heated, for
glazing

1. For the buns, sieve the flour, salt
and ground mixed spice into a large
mixing bowl, then rub in the butter
using your fingertips. Make a well in
the centre of the mixture, then add
the sugar and lemon zest and yeast.
2. Beat the egg and add to the flour
with the tepid milk. Mix together to a
form a soft, pliable dough.
3. Turn out the dough onto a lightly
floured work surface. Carefully work
the mixed dried fruit into the dough
until well combined. Knead lightly
for 5 minutes, or until smooth and
elastic.
4. Grease a large, warm mixing bowl
with butter. Shape the dough into a
ball and place it into the prepared
bowl, then cover with a clean tea
towel and set aside in a warm place
for one hour to prove.
5. Turn out the proved dough onto a
lightly floured work surface and knock
back the dough. Shape it into a ball

again and return it to the bowl, then
cover again with the tea towel and set
aside for a further 30 minutes to rise.
6. Turn out the dough onto a lightly
floured work surface and divide it into
12 equal pieces. Roll each piece into
a ball, then flatten slightly into a bun
shape using the palms of your hands.
Cover the buns again with the tea
towel and set aside to rest for 5-10
minutes.
7. Grease a baking tray with butter
and transfer the buns to the tray.
Wrap the tray with the buns on it
loosely in greaseproof paper, then
place inside a large polythene bag. Tie
the end of the bag tightly so that no
air can get in and set aside in a warm
place for a further 40 minutes to rise.
8. Preheat the oven to 240C/475F/
Gas 8.
9. Meanwhile, for the topping, mix the
plain flour to a smooth paste with 2
tablespoons of cold water.
10. When the buns have risen,
remove the polythene bag and the
greaseproof paper. Spoon the flour
mixture into a piping bag and pipe a
cross on each bun.
11. Transfer the buns to the oven and
bake for 8-12 minutes, or until pale
golden-brown. As soon as you remove
the buns from the oven, brush them
with the hot golden syrup, then set
aside to cool on a wire rack.
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The would be Gladiator
By Leon Menzies Racionzer

A sneak view inside the ‘Catholic’ mind of Dr Paul Doherty OBE.

T

he eight year old boy,
with a school friend,
packed some sandwiches and ran away
from his home and the
drab streets and tall chimneys of
the industrial town in the north
-east of England, away from the
chemical works where his father
worked as an unskilled labourer,
away from the sound of riveters in Smiths Shipbuilding yard.
They headed south for Rome, not
knowing where Rome was, but
knowing only that it was somewhere south of Middlesbrough.
There in the Eternal City the lads
sought to become gladiators having been inspired by the
new Technicolour films that
were all the rage in cinemas throughout the country
shortly after the end of the
Second World War.
It was not, however, only
such films as Spartacus and
The Robe, that his mother took
him to see, which inspired him,
but also the many books that
the young Paul Charles Dominic
Doherty consumed to such an
extent that his parents and
seven siblings ribbed him about being
a bookworm; always with his head in
a book and sometimes the book was
under his school desk keeping him
ahead of a somewhat tolerant history teacher. ‘I saw no point in copying
from the blackboard when I already
had it in the book under my desk.’
Books then, thanks to the Penguin
classics and many local libraries,
were cheap and not out of reach to
the majority of youngsters.
It will come as no surprise that the
present day author of almost one
hundred historical novels, read all of
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s novels of a
similar ilk before reaching the age of
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twelve. He already wrote stories at
the age of six or seven years and on
account of his penchant for story telling, many crossed to the other side of
the street when they saw him coming.
Of all the words written about his
books, his headship of Trinity, his
inner thoughts on historical plots and
his one great ambition to petition the
Privy Council of England to open the
Purbeck marble tomb of Edward II
in Gloucester Cathedral to prove his
theory that the tomb does not house
the body of a King, but of an impostor,
nothing is written about that which
really makes him who he is; a man
of unshakeable faith in the Catholic
Church and in Jesus Christ.

History has fascinated him since as
long as he can remember and during
the three years he spent at Ushaw college whilst studying for the priesthood
he was particularly fascinated with
biblical history. No doubt these three
years in the sixties and his love of getting into the mind-set of history’s most
prominent people, were formative in
his development of a theology very
much in his own unique style. ‘Jesus
did not have to die, he was having a
good life, he was out and about with
his mates, loved weddings, kept talking about weddings, loved good wine,
wanted and enjoyed the company
of women. When Jesus sighed “it is

over” he meant the good life is over.’
And good life it was as he points
out; Jesus and his disciples were not
poor men, they came from middle
class families running businesses as
fishermen and carpenters, unlike his
own father who did not have a business, trade or profession. He refers
to contemporary archeological digs
in the Galilee that prove this to be so.
Listening to his account of the great
prayer in the Garden of Gethsemane,
one might be forgiven for thinking
God is a brusque Yorkshireman.
‘Jesus fought hard not to be put to
death and His Father said, “Son if you
want to come home just lift your little
finger and then we will see what happens, but let’s show them, let’s
do it their way just this time, do it
for me eh.’’ No written word can
convey the energy and forcefulness of Dr Doherty’s presentation as many in the parish will
know from the various lectures
he gives that have raised thousands of pounds for charities
over many years.
‘The death of the Man/God,
Jesus, was not inevitable. God
was not become incarnate in
Jesus in order to die. Taking a
cue from Fr Austin, he came that we
may be fully alive. The incarnation
was always part of God’s plan, the
crucifixion was not.’
Perhaps a longer and more
detailed discussion with Dr Doherty
might reveal his view of the reasons
for the incarnation if it was not, as
Augustine proposed in his satisfaction theory, that only the death of the
Man/God was a sufficient sacrifice in
retribution for man’s offences against
God. Dr Doherty, a recently appointed
Associate of The Franciscan Province
of England and Wales, would appear
to hold the opposing view to Augustine;
that of the Franciscan theologians, St

Bonaventure and Duns Scotus not
to mention Anselm and our own Fr.
Austin.
His faith is a practical application
of his brusque Yorkshire no-nonsense
analysis of biblical texts. ‘God is merciful to those who ask for mercy.
Consider the different way God treated Saul, the first of the Jewish Kings
and his successor David. God allowed
Saul to be mortally wounded before
falling on his own sword for the minor
sin of turning to a spirit rather than to
God for help in his battle against the
Philistines. David, on the other hand,
committed far more serious sins, he
leched over Bathsheba, sent her husband Uriah, who seems to be more
honourable than David, into the thick
of the battle so that he would be killed,
and then when Nathan told him of his
evil ways he went snivelling to God,
covering himself in ashes and prostrating himself on the ground knowing
full well that if he showed remorse so
openly God would forgive him.’

H

aving served 31 years
as the head of Trinity
Catholic (science and
sports) High School
that received a public accolade for excellence in
2001, and has been described
as one of the leading comprehensives in the U.K, Dr Doherty has
formulated his own scientific, if
somewhat Christocentric, view of
how the world became what it is
today. To bring us to the present
post-modern age of technology
and scientific advancement in all
fields from medicine to the internal combustion engine, there
required to be two Big Bangs,
the first that scientists speak of
which we can no longer deny and
the second, not much recognised
in the scientific world but equally,
if not more, central to the evolutionary nature of creation; that of
the incarnation.
It is from the Eucharist that all good
things come and the forces of evil
recognise the Eucharist for the force
for good that it is, so it is that in times
of persecution it is the celebration of
the Eucharist that is forbidden above
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all else. It is since the incarnation
that the marvels of science, such as
the splitting of the atom have been
revealed. That event too was seminal
to the present condition of mankind,
‘once it was split it was really split.’
Paul Doherty has never been an
alsoran; at Liverpool University he
graduated with a first class honours
BA in history and somebody must
have spotted his potential there as he
was granted a rare, state sponsored,
scholarship to Oxford where he studied at Exeter College for his doctorate.
There he met Carla, his wife and, as
the saying goes, the rest is his-story.
Perhaps a sequel to this article in the
next issue could be her-story and an
insight into the mind of the woman
behind the man, the mother of their
seven children and grandmother to
the first grandchild seen on his beaming granddad’s knee in the photograph in his study behind which is
another photograph of Carla astride
the beautiful Arab filly, Polly, that she
shows and rides in dressage.
His doctoral thesis ‘Isabella wife of
Edward II’ was a suggestion of one of
his supervisors who had frequently
to remind Paul that he was not writing a novel but an historic account.
She, Isabella, ‘was a real mover and
shaker’ and his book Isabella and the
strange death of Edward II published
in 2003 no doubt contains all that the
thesis did not.

It is obvious today in the manner
he presents his lectures and indeed
in the way he deals with questions
at interview that he loves to teach.
He admits to a love of teaching and
already knew when he graduated that
he did not want to be an academic.
No wonder then, that Her Majesty
bestowed upon him the Order of The
British Empire for services to education at the investiture in Buckingham
Palace on 16th February 2012. He
is delighted by the many congratulations he received from parishioners
and others. So many of them, he
says, refer to their delight that such an
honour is given to an ‘ordinary bloke’
like him.
But this ordinary bloke praised his
staff and said the award of which
the first news came in the post on
November 25th was a complete surprise but a very welcome one not just
for him but for the school.
Like Middlesborough, cradle of his
youth, a rather ordinary town with aspirations to become a city in recognition
of the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee, this
overtly Yorkshire lad continues to go
forward to more extraordinary achievments in the years ahead. Will he
retire now from teaching? On that he
would not be drawn. Perhaps I should
have asked, can a born teacher ever
retire? I came away from a mere 45
minute interview having been taught
a great deal.
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The Catholic Church and Judaism
By Jerry Crowley

I

“

have been attacked for
my handling of the Jewish
question. The Catholic
Church considered the
Jews pestilent for 1,500
years, put them in ghettos etc., because it recognised
the Jews for what they were. In
the epoch of liberalism the danger was no longer recognised.
I am moving back toward the
time in which the 1,500 yearold tradition was implemented.
I do not set race over religion,
but I recognise the representatives of this race as pestilent for
state and Church, and perhaps I
am therefore doing Christianity
a great service by pushing them
out of schools and public functions”. These ominous words of
Adolf Hitler in April 1933, shortly
after gaining power, were uttered
during a meeting with Catholic
Bishop Wilhelm Berning of
Osnabruck, as representative of
the German Bishops’ Conference.
According to the transcript, they
brought forth no response from
the Bishop. But then, there was
little to object to in this historically correct “reminder”, and of
course Hitler was, as always, concealing his true intentions.
The persecution of the Jews over
two millennia, reflecting the belief that
they had been responsible for the
death of Jesus, is well-documented.
Along the way, there were various
Popes who counselled against such
treatment of fellow human-beings, as
well as querying the logic driving this.
But generally speaking, their efforts
tended to be less than resolute, and
were sometimes motivated by hopes
of converting the Jews. They were
also struggling against a tide of sentiment far too strong to turn back,
especially when it was led by so many
Church fathers, ranging from Saints
John Chrysostom and Augustine to
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Thomas Aquinas. The Reformation
helped little: having failed in his quest
to convert Jews to his new version
of Christianity, Martin Luther wrote
that “we are not at fault in slaying
them”. Nor, despite Hitler’s views, did
Enlightenment liberalism help much.
After Napoleon’s final defeat, his earlier emancipation of the Jewish ghetto
in Rome was promptly reversed by
Pope Pius VII, then the ruler of the
Papal States; while Russian Jews
never ceased to be the victims of
vicious Tsarist pogroms inspired by
the Russian Orthodox Church.
The epochal transformation in
Catholic-Jewish relations following the
Holocaust begins with Jules Isaac,
a French Jew, whose life had been
saved by a Catholic lady. Isaac wrestled at length with the question of how
the Holocaust could have happened
in a Christian Europe. He concluded
that while German responsibility for
it was overwhelming, it was nevertheless a “derivative responsibility” and
the ultimate blame lay with the centuries-old tradition of Christian antiSemitism; and specifically with what
he called the “teaching of contempt”,
essentially the claim that the Jews “as
a whole” had rejected and then crucified Jesus, and that Jesus in turn had
rejected and condemned the entire
Jewish people. And central to this was
the Church’s denial of Jesus’ Jewish
identity and Christianity’s Jewish roots.
Yet Isaac never condemned
Christianity. Instead, working as cofounder of the Judaeo-Christian
Friendship League, he worked to eliminate the teaching of contempt from
the Catechism, culminating in his towering 600-page thesis of 1947, Jesus
and Israel. This argued amongst other
things, that Jesus, throughout his ministry, had only sought adherents from
the Jews; that far from being rejected
by the entire Jewish people, he had
been rejected by a mere section of the
priests, who had not been unanimous
against him; that the vast majority of
Jews had no knowledge of him; that

his trial was a Roman trial, not a
Jewish trial; and above all, that the
hideous baying of the crowd at that
trial “His blood be upon us” had been
more than countered by Jesus’ words
on the Cross: “Father, forgive them,
for they know not what they do”.
Within the Catholic Church, attitudes were already changing. But the
defining moment was Isaac’s historic
1960 meeting with Pope John XXIII.
During this, he persuaded the latter
to take steps that eventually resulted
in the Vatican’s official condemnation of anti-semitism and the charge
of deicide against the Jews, via the
landmark 1965 Vatican II document
Nostra Aetate (Our Age). Not that the
new Pope needed much persuasion:
in his various Holocaust-period roles
as apostolic delegate and nuncio, he
had provided Jews as far as possible
with sanctuary, false baptismal documents and transport to Palestine,
while treating Catholic Nazi diplomats
to dressing-downs at every opportunity.
Getting Nostra Aetate through
Vatican II was however far from
straightforward. Far from being able
just to impose his will on the Council,
the Pope was instead hostage to a
lengthy discussion process involving
2,200 prelates, hundreds of meetings, and political struggles between
conservative and liberal wings of the
Church for theological dominance and
control of the future of Catholicism.
While certainly a religious experience,
the Council was also a highly contentious one, with emotions of bitterness
mixed with hopes for the future of the
Church, and with especial resistance
to the thrust of Nostra Aetate from
Central and Eastern European countries. Following Pope John’s death
in spring 1963, his successor Paul
VI ably continued steering the course
he had set, despite being bitterly
criticised in certain quarters of the
Church for giving in to the “politics of
Holocaust guilt”.
Nostra Aetate repeats most of the
arguments of Jules Isaac above, and

develops them further as follows. The
Church (i.e. the Gentiles, the people of
the New Covenant) is tied spiritually to
the stock of Abraham, and has received
the revelations of the Old Testament
through that people (the Jews) with
whom God had concluded the Ancient
Covenant, via Moses. Indeed, by his
Crucifixion, Christ has reconciled Jews
and Gentiles, making them both one
in him. While the Jewish authorities
and their followers did indeed press
for the death of Jesus, this cannot be
charged against all Jews then alive, or
against the Jews of today. Accordingly
the Church decries hatred and persecutions directed against Jews. Finally,
Christ underwent His passion and
death freely, in order that all might
reach salvation.
Of course none of this meant that
the entire global Church had suddenly changed, and just meekly accepted its revised theological direction.
Rather, Nostra Aetate is less a final
document, than the starting-point of a
lengthy reconciliation process, which
has been continued and built upon by
Popes John Paul II and Benedict XVI.
As in so much else, John Paul
II proved a major force for good in
Jewish relations, something that
came naturally because of his experience, rare for Popes, of having been
brought up in close proximity with
Jewish neighbours in Poland, as well
as actively helping them during his
long years of ministry as priest and
bishop. He broke huge new ground,
and generated enormous goodwill,
with his visits to Auschwitz (1979), to
the Great Synagogue in Rome (1986),
and to the Yad Vashem Holocaust
Memorial in Israel (2000), this latter
visit generating massive interest in
Israel, where the Catholic Church is
widely seen as a proxy for Christianity
as a whole. Later on this same visit,
he made history in Jerusalem by
touching the Western Wall, the holiest
site in Judaism, and placing inside
it a letter asking God’s forgiveness
for “the behaviour of those who in
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Pope Pius XII

the course of history have caused
these children of yours to suffer”. This
proactive reconciliation process has
been continued by Pope Benedict,
notably with further visits to Israel and
Yad Vashem, and under both Popes
has been accompanied by a blitz of
regular inter-faith dialogue. A highlight
of this was Pope John Paul’s hosting,
in January 2005, of the largest ever
private audience of Jewish leaders in
Rome, consisting of 160 Jewish rabbis and cantors from Israel, the US
and Europe.
For all this, causes of friction continue to abound. While the Church is a
fairly monolithic hierarchical organisation, its Jewish counterpart consists
of many diverse sects, and it is very
difficult to meet the reconciliational
aspirations of all these parties, some
of whom regard the Church’s repentance for the past, including Nostra
Aetate, as no more than skin-deep.
For instance, Pope Benedict’s 2009
speech at Yad Vashem, was criticised for failing to offer another apology from the Church, something that
might have been especially powerful
coming from a German Pope. Then
there are property rights. While the
Church remains happy with Israel’s
custodianship of the Holy Places, the
legal and tax privileges enjoyed by its
extensive properties in Israel under
Ottoman and British Mandate rule,
have been thrown into a melting pot
following the creation of the democratic state of Israel. A further grievance concerns Pope Benedict’s odd
decision to allow certain Holocaust-

But what is meant
by Reconciliation? It
signifies the process by
which Christianity seeks
to understand how its
anti-Semitic teachings
over two millennia
contributed to the
Holocaust, to ensure it
never happens again.
denying clerics back into the Church.
Most contentious of all is the continuing controversy over the perceived
inaction of Pope Pius XII in the face
of the Holocaust, a controversy now
infused with fresh impetus by recent
moves towards his beatification.
But what is meant by Reconciliation?
It signifies the process by which
Christianity seeks to understand how
its anti-Semitic teachings over two millennia contributed to the Holocaust, to
ensure it never happens again. In contrast to the ecumenical movement,
there is no quest to synchronise the
theological positions of Christianity
and Judaism. To that extent, and
despite inevitable setbacks and frictions, progress to date has been good.
But equally, there is no room for complacency. It is impossible to erase
the memory of screaming injustices
perpetrated over two millennia by a
series of declarations and even strong
public demonstrations of apology and
regret over a few decades, however
heart-felt and sincere.
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Chronicle of Parish Events By PA Nache
The Parish AGM
As in previous years the AGM, which
was held on a Sunday afternoon for
convenience, was very poorly attended. The same few people loyally turn
up year after year but it would be an
encouragement to the Parish Priest
and the Parish Council members if
the Becket Centre was packed out
for this, once a year opportunity for
parishioners to voice their views in
public.
The parish accounts were presented for the year ending April 5th
2011; these showed a considerable increase in total income from
£289,832 in 2010 to £327,171.
However this increase may be due
to the collection of a backlog in Gift
Aid rebates so it may not continue
upwards next year. The reserve fund
carried forward showed an increase
of £36,000 to £291,744 but this
may fall somewhat on account of the
redecoration of the church. Previously
special appeals for such as church
repairs have brought in sufficient
funds so that using the reserve funds
has not been necessary and it is
hoped that the church decorating
appeal launched six months ago will
cover the whole cost.

New members of our community
Seen here left to right Carolyne Glanville and Jaspal Saund will be
baptised at the Easter Vigil on April 7th and Juliet Lushington will be
entered into full communion with the church.

and kind wishes. I am getting a little
better each day and your thoughts
and thoughtfulness have given me
great encouragement. God’s in his
heaven… and there’s sausages for
breakfast.’
Then on the 12th February, while
there was still snow on the ground
and the temperature hovering around
zero, Father Brian appeared looking none the worse for wear to celebrate the 11:30 Mass, walking-stick
sometimes in hand but as at the
procession of the Book of the Gospel,
Father Brian
On Tuesday 17th merely dangling loosely like a fashion
January Fr Brian accessory.
was
admitted
to Chase Farm The closing celebration of the
Hospital, Enfield to 150th year since the death
have ‘a new knee’. of Pierre Bienvenu Noailles,
On Monday 23rd founder of the Holy Family
January whilst his Sisters, held at The Convent
brother Friars pre- No 5 The Green on February
pared to help him up the stairs on dis- 4th 2012.
charge he quietly sneaked up to his Submitted to In Touch by the commuroom under his own steam. Obviously nity at 5 The Green
the surgeon failed to read the notes
The Woodford Community welproperly; ‘new knee required and comed their Lay Associates, the surspring to be unwound.’
rounding communities, their local
Fr Brian posted an amusing bul- leaders, parishioners and friends to
letin in the News Letter on the 29th a day of celebration in thanksgiving
January. ‘I would like to thank every- for the life of their founder. Pierre
one for all there prayers, messages Bienvenu Noailles was a French priest
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who began life in 1793 shortly after
the French revolution in 1789. His
own ideas were revolutionary in spirit.
He wanted to found an order which
epitomized his ideas and ideals of
Church. Commenting on these ideas,
a recent Pope asked a former Mother
General if the congregation was relatively new, as its ideals matched the
spirit of the 20th century Vatican II
so well.
After the welcome the day got
underway with an opening prayer led
by Sr. Sophie:
“We give thanks for the Spirit that
guided and animated him; the Spirit
of God alone, the spirit that forms
and holds in unity a family of diverse
vocations, cultures and ministries,
thus enabling the growth of the
Church as family. We are grateful
to all who passed on the charism
keeping his vision alive and relevant
to our changing times down through
the years. God alone was the source
of energy for our founder and for
our first sisters, enabling them to go
beyond boundaries and to respond to
the reality of their times. Our founder
invites us to allow the same spirit of
God alone to permeate our hearts
in a new way of relating to God, to
the earth and to all of creation. Our

charism is a gift to our world and we
have the responsibility to share it and
to make it known.”
A power point presentation by Sr.
Marie on ‘The Founder’s Dream’
highlighted his vision to bring everyone into God’s family. Everyone was
invited by Sr. Sandra to reflect and
share their experiences and impressions of what they had seen and its
relevance in their lives. Some participants commented on their experiences of the silence of Martillac
where our order was born. Others
were struck by the founder’s idealism. Many observed the beauties of
nature which could only be made by
a creator God. Personal experiences
of Holy Family were brought together
in the impromptu sharing with the
whole group.
An enjoyable lunch followed of soup,
sandwiches, salads and fruit culminating in cutting a beautifully decorated cake in honour of Pierre Bienvenu
Noailles. The Sisters expressed their
pleasure at the presence and participation of the busy local clergy both
from our Friary and the Chingford parish. Many parishioners and ex-pupils
of Holy Family schools, also attended
sharing their reminiscences of their
early school days. Diverse nationalities and community colleagues who
had experienced Holy Family education abroad also witnessed to the
support, enthusiasm and professionalism of the sisters particularly in missionary countries.
In the afternoon there was a second treat; another power point presentation by Sr. Marie on Ancient
Love. This focused on the beauties
of nature, our evolving world and the
cosmos. The participants enjoyed this
very much and it stimulated much
lively discussion.
The visitors were warmly welcomed
by Sr. Josephine and all the sisters
and invited to see an exhibition displaying the founder’s life history, the
development of the institute and
Martillac’s beginnings, using posters, captions prepared by Sr. Lucille,
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books, and brochures with leaflets
advertising the Holy Family website.
Also prominent was the Holy Family
Lay Associates’ display organised
by Sr. Teresa. There was information available also on the Order’s
recent chapter, proposals on ecological awareness and safeguarding the
environment, developing our natural
resources and the use/re-use of sustainable products.
In the final part of the afternoon
there was exposition of the Blessed
sacrament and benediction in order
of the Miraculous Benediction of
1822 to express thanks for the blessings of the past year. The participants returned home very contented.
The community also remembered Sr
Maureen who could not be present
and were very gratified at the positive
comments received and the receptivity of the participants which made
for a very enjoyable and satisfying
experience.
The community would particularly like to thank all those who
helped in preparing the day and for
the many who were present; Lay
Associates, leaders and sisters of
other congregations.
Some comments and feedback
received.
‘Congratulations on a wonderful,
peaceful and spiritual day, thank God
for friends, family and neighbours, it
really was a family celebration.’
‘Your beautifully prepared day was
Sr Marie Power
Holy Family
Councillor with
the exhibition

uplifting, so artistic and deepened
the sense of being family.’
‘I was overwhelmed with joy and
gratitude.’ (Sr. Josephine)
‘As good as a retreat day, in all a
very Holy Family occasion.’
‘I appreciated the power point
showing God’s creative power. I
worked with raw materials myself as
a designer so I was able to connect
with life with the presence of God in
Nature; this will help my prayer life.’
‘Go to Martillac. I learned more in
one day there than ever I did reading
the books about Holy Family.’
‘I will return to Martillac.’
‘I’m so pleased I didn’t miss this
presentation.’
‘A lovely atmosphere, very friendly
and relaxed.’
‘The ecology display was a good
talking point.’
‘The same day as Sri Lankan
Independence Day.’
‘You have so many loyal and caring
sisters and associates around the
world, it is lovely to meet up.’
‘The children said “his dream
came true.”’

Please send your letters to The Editor, Idvies, 72 Malvern Drive,
Woodford Green, IG8 0JP or email leon@racionzer.net

From Cath Stokes
Dear Editor
You may be interested to know that
issue 3 of 2011 was warmly welcomed by a work colleague of many
years ago in Australia as well as by
Brother Christopher ofm in South
Africa. Copies also went to the Isle of
Wight and to Ireland.
From Sister Elizabeth Cleary,
Brigidine Convent, Dublin 6
Dear Editor
A few evenings ago a person phoned
me for a recipe for mulled wine. I was
thankful that I could turn to page 10 of
the Christmas issue of In Touch for the
required information. I also appreciated Ann Farmer’s article on the August
riots. I have not read right through the
magazine yet but as I glance through
‘Hope for a Better World in 2012’ I
wish you a Grace-filled New Year.
From Peter Walsh.
Dear Editor,
I warmly applaud Jerry Crowley’s
scholarly article objectively detailing
Israel’s intransigence, annexation and
obdurate stance. Also your article was
seasonally appropriate, researched
and informative. I felt that it was an
article that would have qualified for
submission to the Science Journal,
“NATURE”. This because I felt that the
‘em’ energy-mass factor, described in
the learned article, equated with the
Higgs Boson, currently sought in the
17-mile-long, toroidal Hadran Collidor.
“In Touch” enjoys its well-deserved
position in the Best Print Awards in
The National Parish Magazine Awards
2011...but Jerry Crowley’s strict
objectivity may be construed “political” if “In Touch” gets “abroad” and
the letters page shows that it does,
see Chalyaphum, Thailand.
I would deprecate, and it would
doom “In Touch” for me at any rate, if
it were confined to reporting solely,
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and “properly” the Parish Jumble Sale
details and The Ladies Quilt Success.
That “anaemia” would be fatal.
Please proceed “De Rigeur”.
From Peter Leahy
Dear Editor,
Being concerned for the sanity of your
readers and the future wellbeing of
mankind, I feel obliged to comment
upon your article ‘Hope for a better
world in 2012’ (last issue of IT). In
particular, two of the ‘possibilities’ that
feature as part of Mr Osman’s ‘em
theory’ which I understand is loosely
connected with discovering the Higgs
(God) particle, at the CERN collider.
The article claims it will be possible to
eliminate gravity such that transport
vehicles will be able to freely float.
If only! There are physicists who
believe that God in his infinite wisdom, created gravity to provide a balanced web of attractions that knits
the whole of a varying universe together. Sometime after the ‘big bang’,
gravity caused the particles and debris
to coalesce, ultimately forming the
planets, stars and all of us. Gravity is
an enigmatic force and impossible to
‘locally’ delete (unless you happen to
be a Hollywood film director, or in the
case of the earth’s gravitational field,
an astronaut who’s in a spacecraft
and a considerable distance from the
earth’s centre). Gravity’s influences
are well established and observable.
Our moon’s gravitational effects alter
the earth’s tides. Light travelling from
a distant star to earth, can be bent en
route by planets along its path. Gravity
even affects the rate that time passes. Next to strong gravitational fields,
time actually runs slower. It’s the ageing actress’ dream... Transport her
deep into space and let her reside
next to a ‘mass’ with an extremely
strong gravitational field (but take
care that she doesn’t get crushed in
the process), then bring her back, and

the future? The pizza lad arrives on
his 50cc moped, complete with L
plates, and a very hot pulsating nuclear reactor, fizzing-away where the
engine once was! I’m not sure I would
relish eating the pizza, but at least it
wouldn’t be cold. Also there could be
a few health and safety issues (H&S
inspectors would have a field day).
And what about the qualifications that
Fred, our local garage mechanic,
would have to obtain in order that he
could service the once simple moped?
On a more serious note, I suggest that
Mr Osman presents his ‘em theory’
thesis to expert academic authorities,
or say the Royal Society for review, or
at least get it serialised in a journal
(like the New Scientist), and get some
pay-back for the work that he’s completed so far.
From Wolfe Steinberg a member
of the Golders Green Orthodox
Synagogue London NW11 8AE
Sir,
I consider myself fortunate in having a
family friend of over thirty years in your
parish who has regularly given me
copies of In Touch. I particularly
admire the well researched articles of
Jerry Crowley and the overall eclectic
nature of your magazine.
With regard to the article ‘Israel
from Scapegoat to Pariah’ in your
Christmas issue, being a chemist by
profession, I am inclined to compare
the situation of Israel and its Islamic
neigbours to a chemical reaction.
If one considers the peace process
in the Middle East as a chemical reaction, in which the protagonists, the
Jews and the Arabs are the reactants,
there is a rate determining step, a
defining moment when the reactants
come together to complete. In its turbulent sixty-three years history since
the establishment of the state, there
has been two such moments; between
Israel and Jordan and between Israel
and Egypt.
In both instances, the Arab protagonists, namely King Hussein of Jordan
and President Sadat accepted the
sovereignty of the Jewish State. The
majority of Israelis, of whatever political persuasion is pragmatic, and from
Ben Gurion onwards have always
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accepted that there would be a
Palestinian State.
Israel accepted the UN partition
plan in 1948 whereas the Arabs
rejected it. In 1967 after the Six-Day
War, Israel made repeated requests to
all the neighbouring Arab states to
hold talks with no pre-conditions in
order to establish peace and settle
the border problems, including those
of a projected Palestinian State.
The Security Council passed resolution 242 (see page 311 of Golda
Meir’s autobiography) which outlined
a framework for a peaceful resolution
of the Arab-Israeli dispute. The Arabs
rejected resolution 242 and in August
1967 at a summit in Kartoum the
Arab leaders issued their notorious
three noes; there would be no peace
with Israel, no recognition of the
Jewish State and no negotiations.
Israel must withdraw from the territories taken in the Six-Day War totally
and unconditionally. Arab terrorists,
later to become the Palestine
Liberation Organisation (PLO) under
Yasser Arafat, added an addendum to
the three noes; Israel must be
destroyed, even within the pre-1967
boundaries.
Yet over time, the politics of pragmatism took hold. Arafat realized that
he could turn the Palestinian case
from pariah to cause celebre by positioning the Israelis and not the PLO as
the aggressive force. In many ways the
less than media-savvy Israelis played
into his hands, enabling pictures of
Israeli soldiers turning on Palestinian
youths to be published across the
world during the first Intifada in 1987.

By the time the uprising came to an
end in 1993, Arafat’s transformation
from outcast to world statesman was
almost complete. The culmination
took place on the White House lawn in
1993 when Arafat shook hands with
Yitzhak Rabin in front of President
Clinton and millions more around the
globe. But was this really peace in our
time?
The assassination of Rabin in 1995
changed the dynamic within the
region and shook the foundations of
the Oslo Accords. In looking for proof
of Arafat’s intentions one need only
jump forward to 1999 and the offer
made by the then Israeli Prime
Minister, Ehud Barak. Barak offered
the Palestinian people more than had
ever been offered before, including
dialogue on the final status of
Jerusalem. Arafat rebuffed the offers
and in doing so exposed his true
colours. He could talk about peace to
the world but not to his own people.
A similar trait continued by his successor, Mahmoud Abbas. In making
Jerusalem and the settlements a
starting point for peace talks Abbas is
able to position Israel as being intransigent and setting the two sides on
paths of divergence without exploring
the routes that converge.
The late Abba Eban, the U.N.
Ambassador for Israel and later foreign secretary said, “the Arabs have
never missed an opportunity to miss
an opportunity.” Peace in the ‘Holy
Land’ will not come about until the
Palestinians and their leaders accept
the reality and the legitimacy of the
Jewish State of Israel.

‘Less cumbersome
than scaffolding
and ladders and
more reliable than
levitation. The
fastest form of
being elevated in
the Church.’

Peter Walsh
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to her delight she will have aged less
than the friends who remained on
earth. Gravity is irrevocably linked to
the very existence of space-time itself,
and is such a fundamental property of
the universe, that any theory that postulates removing its effects, would, in
my opinion, be very ambitious in the
extreme.
A second ‘claim’ in the article, concerns the creation of portable energy
machines, made possible by ‘emreleasers’ which convert matter into
pure energy. I’m not sure exactly what
‘ems’ are, but most people will recognise the fantastically elegant Einstein
equation E=mc2, E being energy, m is
mass and c being the speed of light.
This (as the article correctly says),
shows that mass is convertible into
pure energy. In fact just a little mass
can translate into a huge amount of
energy due to the very large value of c.
If it wasn’t for this simplicity, none of
us would be here today, because the
sun wouldn’t shine and give off heat.
The sun converts hydrogen into helium, in a continuous nuclear reaction
(fusion), and in the process gives off
enormous amounts of radiation
including the heat and light necessary
for life. However, these reactions are
only possible due to the immense
pressures and temperatures in the
sun’s engine room (the core of the
sun has an estimated temperature of
15 million degrees centigrade).
Unfortunately the destructive nature
of fusion reactions are also well
known, and of course, relate to the
hydrogen bomb. If we strip away
man’s incredible inclination for selfdestruction, and just look at the
mechanics of the bomb, it’s realised
that the fusion process can only occur
because an ‘older style’ fission atomic
bomb (like those dropped in WWII)
needs to be detonated within the
same casing to trigger the necessary
pressures and temperatures, so that
the fusion reaction can occur and
convert matter into energy.
Assuming that Mr Osman’s theory
for ‘em’ portable energy machines
(converting mass into pure energy),
implies a link to transportation vehicles – could we imagine what it would
be like phoning for a pizza delivery in
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HUMOUR
By Jo King
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than £23,000, the local authority will seize anything above this
amount to pay for your care.

HAVE YOU PLANNED HOW TO
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0208 524 9111 OR 07932 506 031
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aster being the time for adult
baptism which three little boys
had just heard about they
became concerned in the early
spring because they couldn’t get
anyone to play with them. They
decided it was because they had
not been baptized and didn’t go to
Sunday school
So they went to the nearest
church. But, only the janitor was
there. One little boy said, “We need
to be baptized because no one will
come out and play with us. Will you
baptize us?”
Sure,” said the janitor. He took
them into the bathroom and dunked
their little heads in the toilet bowl, one

Since the Engish language is coming
in for some stick elsewhere in this
issue why should I not have a go at
it too?
Let’s face it - English is as nutty as a
fruit cake. That’s why it is not an easy
language for foreigners like Cockneys,
Liverpudlians,
Manchunians,
Glaswegians, the Irish and most of all
the Americans, to learn.
Here are a few examples.
•The bandage was wound around
the wound
•The farm was used to produce
produce
•The dump was so full that it had
to refuse more refuse
•We must polish the Polish furniture
•He could lead if he would get the
lead out
•The soldier decided to desert his
dessert in the desert.
•Since there is no time like the 		
present, he thought it was time to
present the present
•A bass was painted on the head
of the bass drum
•When shot at, the dove dove into
the bushes
•I did not object to the object.
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at a time. Then he said,
“You are now baptized!”
When they got outside,
one of them asked, “’What
religion do you think we are?”
The oldest one said,
“We’re not Kathlick, because
they pour the water on you.”
“We’re not Babtis, because they
dunk all of you in the water.” “We’re
not Methdiss, because they just
sprinkle water on you.”
The youngest of the trio said,
“Didn’t you smell that water?” They
all joined in asking, ‘Yeah! What do
you think that means?’
“I think it means we’re
Pisskopailians!”
And that’s not all:
There is no egg in eggplant, nor ham
in hamburger; neither apple nor pine
in pineapple. English muffins weren’t
invented in England or French fries
in France . Sweetmeats are candies
while sweetbreads, which aren’t
sweet, are meat.
Quicksand can work slowly, boxing
rings are square and a guinea pig is
neither from Guinea nor is it a pig.
If teachers taught, why didn’t
preachers praught? If a vegetarian
eats vegetables, what does a humanitarian eat?
Sometimes I think all the English
speakers should be committed to an
asylum for the verbally insane. In what
language do people recite at a play
and play at a recital? Ship by truck
and send cargo by ship? Have noses
that run and feet that smell?
How can a slim chance and a fat
chance be the same, while a wise
man and a wise guy are opposites?
You have to marvel at the unique
lunacy of a language in which your
house can burn up as it burns down,
in which you fill in a form by filling it
out and in which, an alarm goes off

by going on.
And if that’s not enough to boggle
the minds of the mindless how about
the two-letter word that perhaps has
more meanings than any other twoletter word, and that is ‘UP.’
It’s easy to understand UP,
meaning toward the sky or at
the top of the list, but when we
awaken in the morning, why do
we wake UP?
At a meeting, why does
a topic come UP? Why
do we speak UP and
why are the officers UP
for election and why is it UP
to the secretary to write UP
a report?
We call UP our friends. And we
use it to brighten UP a room, polish
UP the silver; we warm UP the leftovers and clean UP the kitchen.
We lock UP the house and some
guys fix UP the old car.
At other times the little word has
real special meaning.
People stir UP trouble, line UP for
tickets, work UP an appetite, and
think UP excuses. To be dressed is
one thing, but to be dressed UP is
special. A drain must be opened UP
because it is blocked UP.
We open UP a store in the morning
but we close it UP at night.
We seem to be pretty mixed UP
about UP!
To be knowledgeable about the
proper uses of UP, look the word UP
in the dictionary.
In a desk-sized dictionary, it takes
UP almost one quarter of the page
and can add UP to about thirty definitions. If you are UP to it, you might try
building UP a list of the many ways
UP is used. It will take UP a lot of your
time, but if you don’t give UP, you may
wind UP with a hundred or more.
When it threatens to rain, we say it
is clouding UP.
When the sun comes out we say it
is clearing UP...
When it rains, it wets the earth and
often messes things UP.
When it doesn’t rain for awhile,
things dry UP.
One could go on and on, but I’ll
wrap it UP, for now my time is UP,
so........it is time to shut UP!
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From Farmer to Fireman

Mark Archer

T

here was something
familiar in the faces of
two firefighters, a father
and daughter featured
recently in the local press. Then
the penny dropped; the father
appeared in this magazine on
several occasions at parish and
other local activities but always
somehow in the shadows and
never overtly present.
In 1996 Angela Meyler retired as
Head Teacher of St Anthonys School
and wearing a fireman’s helmet, was given a fireman’s
lift into a fire engine. It was
all arranged by an ex pupil of
St Anthonys’ School and later
Trinity High school, Mark Archer.
Two years later Mark
appeared on the cover of the
Autumn issue with an arm
around Kieran Jolly. Kieran
had told Coleen Carlile that
his favourite TV programme
was London’s Burning. Coleen
knew who to turn to as a well
known ‘Jim’ll fix it’ character and who had also been
Kieran’s scout patrol leader
some years earlier. So Mark
gave Kieran a royal tour of Bluewatch
at Leytonstone Fire Station.
The readily recognizable bald head
often pops up in the gardens of elderly citizens, pruning bushes, sweeping
up leaves and performing a myriad of
chores for those unable to do them for
themselves.
In his free time Mark indulges in his
hobbies and also applies his many
talents for the benefit of others. He
not only travels on the Jumbulance

to Lourdes with the Chingford Across
Group every two years but has raised
substantial amounts to help fund
those who cannot afford to pay for
the holiday of a lifetime themselves.
It is many years now since Mark
chauffeured Jeff Carlile and Coleen
to the Royal London Hospital while
Jeff was being treated for the cancer
to which he finally succumbed. On
these trips, much to the consternation of Jeff who just wanted to get
to the hospital, Mark, the dreamer,

told Coleen of a dream he had about
a tree and asked Coleen to make
a story out of it which Coleen, after
many discussions on these trips to
the hospital, dutifully did and then
Mark, a talented illustrator, did the
illustrations. The result, many years
later, was David’s Tree, a lovely children’s book about a boy who finds a
tree that can talk. Many in the parish
will have heard of the book as they all
sold out very quickly raising £1,500
for the Chingford Lourdes Group.
Three years ago whilst in Lourdes,
Mark had an indescribable experience from which another story
flashed through his brain. For fear
of being ridiculed, he never mentioned the experience or the
story to anyone at the time.
Two years later whilst again
The Garden Shed hiding
among the lilacs
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in Lourdes the same experience revisited him and the story from two years
earlier became even clearer.
This time he plucked up courage to
outline the story of a little boy and his
elderly dog to one of the doctors on
the trip. The doctor was visibly moved
by the story and that gave Mark the
courage to ring Coleen about it. This
time Coleen asked him to do the
illustrations first and she would write
the story around them. Biscuit’s New
Adventure (left) is now in the hands of
the publishers and it will be a
smash hit. It is a story that will
bring tears to the eyes of the
reader but has a happy ending
that will help both young and
old to deal with bereavement.
It may even be on sale before
this issue is published and
once again all the profit will
go to the Lourdes Chingford
Across Group.
It was perhaps an altruistic
attitude to life that brought
Mark into the Fire Brigade
in the first instance. He says
what attracted him to the job
was that it is physically challenging, requires team work,
is non profit making and most important of all, ‘one is able to help people
in the community not only on the job
but also during the generous free
time the job offers.’
But in 1977 Mark did not go immediately from Trinity Catholic High
School into the fire brigade. He had
a hankering for the country life and
decided to be a farmer. He first looked
after a small herd of Jersey Cows in
a village near Colchester where he
served his apprenticeship and on day
release studied at the Writtle College
of Agriculture near Chelmsford. Having
served his time he was promoted to
custodian of a large herd at Hobbs
Cross Farm in Theydon Bois. There
was a tied cottage with the job which
allowed Mark to marry the girl he first
met at a street party in 1977 on the
Queen’s Silver Jubilee.
Jane was thrust upon him as his

partner in a three legged race but later
it was by choice that together they tied
a different knot in matrimony. Early
years in the tied cottage were tough
and the work was hard and unrewarding. Nevertheless, there was a full
ten years between leaving Trinity and
starting in the Fire Brigade and not all
of the ten years were spent farming.
There was a short interlude as a bus
driver best not talked about lest some
readers may recall travelling on a ‘bus
that kept getting lost and on trying
to return to the prescribed route via
narrow residential streets caused the
demise of hanging baskets and flower
pots that got ‘run over by a bus’.
Readers may wonder how many
hours a fireman actually works when
the list of Mark’s hobbies are set
out before them. And there may be
some thought for Jane; a tolerant wife
who gives the space required for an
energetic multi-talented husband to
pursue his altruistic endeavours.
He collects and restores classic
cars, now owning an old Triumph
1300, a Morris Minor 1000, an Austin
7, and a 1973 750cc Honda motorbike. Mark is good at practical work,
as are many firefighters; a good gardener, something which he enjoys
doing and a highly skilled DIY worker.
He built a larger than life garden
shed ‘not from plan’, he says, ‘I just
made it up as I went along.’ Pixie’s
Retreat is big enough to accommodate meetings for the Jumbulance
team of 18 and is a cosy hideaway
for a quiet glass of wine in front of
the wood-burning stove on cold winter
evenings. He entered it for the Shed
of the Year 2011 competition and it
has been re-entered for 2012. The
winner is the shed that gets the most
votes; have a look at the shed on
the website http://www.readersheds.
co.uk/share.cfm?SHARESHED=3203
or just Google Shed of the Year, Pixies
Retreat. In July make sure you vote
for it. Don’t be fooled by the picture
on this page, it is larger than it looks
but Mark deliberately set more than
half of it a few feet back and screened
that part by the beautiful lilac tree and
shrubs that he has cultivated over the
years since he moved into the present
family home.
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The proud dad with daughter
Victoria and below with
Kieran Jolly and
Coleen Carlile.

It was the ‘Daughter
Follows
in
Father’s
Footsteps’ headline in the
local press that caused
Angela Meyler to, as ever,
make the point that the
young Victoria Archer featured with her dad in firefighters uniform was an
ex-pupil of St Anthonys’
school during her years as
Head Teacher,
Victoria known as Tor to
the family and close friends
was also a pupil at Trinity
from where she left to do
a degree in sports science
at the University of Essex.
Like her dad who was also
sporty at school winning the
60 yard dash in the Friary
Gardens, played football
for the Scouts whilst at St
Anthonys and athletics at
Trinity where he threw the
javelin in competitions,
Victoria too was sporty.
After
graduating
she worked in the
sports industry for four
years. She said “I always
fancied joining the brigade but after
two attempts bad eye sight prevented me from joining. Then Dad paid
for me to have corrective surgery,
I haven’t looked back since if you
pardon the pun”. Tor was attracted
to LFB because she loves being with
people and part of a team, she tends
to thrive on leg pulling and the adrenalin rush of the work, in particular not
knowing what each day is going to
bring. Since she is the smallest person on her watch she is sent through
the smallest gaps that others can’t
get into. She is quite fearless having
always loved team sports, shunning
netball and such whilst at University,
but opting for the toughest of these
rugby, which she played for Ipswich
and for East of England.
Victoria attended the August riots
in London and was on the front line.
Her claim to fame is being in the back-

ground of a Sky News report rolling up
some hose, something the family is
constantly reminded of when she replays the recording ad nauseam
The 27 year old Tor and her somewhat older Dad, one based in Bow
and the other at Chingford, are probably the first operational father and
daughter combination in the London
Fire Service. When asked if Mark worries about his daughter doing such
a dangerous job, he replied: “she is
more than capable and probably better at it than I am”.
Jane and Mark are justifiably proud
of their three children. Tor’s younger
sister, 26 years old Stephanie, is a self
employed Beauty Therapist based in
Marylebone High St and 23 years old
Joseph, is also following in his father’s
footsteps by studying for a degree
in Horticulture at Writtle college.
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Greenmantle

l

20 Mornington Road l Woodford Green l Essex IG8 0TL
020 8506 2301 and 020 8504 3650

A luxury care home
for old people and
people with dementia

(inc TA C Lambart & co Ltd)

Words,Words,Words
Swan Song

Local Independent Funeral Directors

“Living in comfort, dignity and
style” in a warm family atmosphere
The Care
• Long and Short term stays
• Twenty four hour professional 		
care by fully qualified and 		
experienced staff
• Physician in attendance
• A nurse call system in every room
• First class catering to meet 		
individual needs and religion
• Home entertainment and outings
• Occupational Therapy
• Visiting hairdresser, 			
physiotherapist and 			
chiropodist arranged on request
• Residents’ own furniture and 		
belongings welcome
• Residents’ visitors welcome at 		
all times
• Resident meetings and 		
questionnaires
• Own newsletter in colour and 		
annual report

Woodford Green
Funeral Directors

The Home
• An attractive modernised 		
Edwardian home located within 		
the Woodford Green 			
conservation area close to all 		
amenities offering:
• Comfortable single bedrooms
- four with en-suite facilities
• Choice of showers or bathroom
with hoist
• Luxurious lounge and dining 		
room
• Double glazed heated 		
conservatory
• Six person lift
• Full central heating
• Satellite TV, music centre and 		
piano
• Regularly changed library 		
books
• Beautiful gardens
• Own mini bus with tail lift

Members of the National care Homes Association

A Complete
Funeral Service

by Coleen Carlile

l Private Chapel of Rest
l 24 Hour Personal Service
l Arrangements may be made in the

privacy of you own home
l A Golden choice of pre-paid funeral
plans available
l Traditional courtesy and conduct throughout
354 High Road, Woodford Green, Essex IG8 0QX
(Opposite the castle Public House)

020 8504 4372 - 020 8559 1979

Adrian Whitehall

l

Well, here’s a turn up
for the books! This
article is to be my
swan song. Though
I am down in the
mouth to be giving
this series the kiss
of death, it is a case of jumping the
shark. Before you get a chance to give
me the cold shoulder because I am
regurgitating the same old idioms, I
will bite the bullet, take French leave
and disappear with a flea in my ear!
Farewell, adieu and cheerio to you all.
I hope you have enjoyed our dalliance
with words and maybe it has made
you consider more closely some of
the phrases we use automatically
every day of our lives.
‘Swan song’ derived from the legend that swans are mute for most of
their lives, but sing a beautiful, haunting dirge just before they die. This has
proved nonsense and the saying was
refuted as far back as AD77 by Pliny
the Elder. Despite this, the legend lives
on, fuelled by Chaucer in ‘Parliament
of Fowles’ and Shakespeare in ‘The
Merchant of Venice’.
A ‘turn up for the book’ refers to
shady dealings
in horse racing,
the book being
the record of
bets made on the
races and kept by
the bookmaker.
When the favourites had been
backed heavily,
the bookmaker
could lose his livelihood, so it wasn’t
uncommon to call
in a favour from
an owner to run
a champion horse

under the guise of an unknown competitor. This surprise win came to be
known as a turn up for the book.
‘The kiss of death’ is used widely in
films featuring the mafia, wherein the
man to be assassinated is identified
by a kiss of greeting, but as you all
know, it goes back a lot further than
that. Judas was the original perpetrator of the crime when he betrayed
Jesus with a kiss.
A phrase not so widely known
because of its modernity, is ‘jumping
the shark’. This refers to the waning
popularity of TV series, when they
carry on long after they have run out
of good ideas. You may remember a
sitcom called ‘Happy Days’ which featured ‘The Fonz’ as its main character. In order to win back its audience,
it became more and more unreal,
culminating in ‘The Fonz’ waterskiing
in his leather jacket and motorcycling
boots jumping over a shark. This was
the death-knoll for the programme.
Giving someone the ‘cold shoulder’ was a phrase I always assumed
meant turning away from someone
and presenting a cold shoulder to
them but, in fact, it refers to the

Victorian custom of deterring unwelcome guests by bringing out the cold
shoulder of mutton, which was so
fatty, it would drive away any but the
starving.
Two explanations have been put
forward for ‘biting the bullet’, each
equally plausible. The first is that in
the days before anaesthetics, wounded soldiers were told to bite on a bullet to help forget the pain. The second
is also war-related. At the time of the
Indian Mutiny, gun cartridges were
held in place by cow or pork fat. To
charge the bullets the two parts had
to be bitten apart and this job usually
fell to a low ranking Hindu soldier to
whom pigs were sacred animals, but
they had no choice but to ‘bite the
bullet’.
‘Taking French leave’ was a phrase
used in the seventeenth century by
polite English society to denigrate
their French counterparts. In England,
it was deemed very rude to leave
a social gathering without formally
bidding the host goodbye, but the
French had no such rule. The phrase
became synonymous with sneaking
off without permission.
Sending someone off with a flea
in his ear suggests they are in disgrace and have been thoroughly reprimanded. The analogy is that of a dog
with a flea in its ear running round
in distress. This dates back to 1579
when John Lyly used the phrase in
his book ‘Euphues, Or The Anatomy
of Wit’, where the master rebukes his
servant – ‘who stoode as though he
had a flea in his eare’.
I am now going
to sling my hook
post haste before
you take a pot
shot at me, get
shirty or send
me to Coventry.
Don’t shed any
crocodile tears
because it won’t
ring true and,
anyway, I’m off to
wreak havoc with
the dictionary!
Who knows, I may
be back like a bad
penny!
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Harrod’s trained

Advertisement Rates

&

Advertising Manager Walter Poulter
020 8504 5069 or w.poulter@ntlworld.com

Hair Stylist
Colour Specialist

Full Page £120
half page £60
one third page £40
quarter page £30
one sixth page £20
one eighth page £15

Now working in this
area in the comfort of
your own home

Please support our Advertisers without them In Touch would not exist. And
please mention In Touch when you contact advertisers so that they will know
that advertising in In Touch is worthwhile

Call Tina
for an appointment on
Tel no 020 8418 9119 or
mobile 07957 977380

FREE WILL CONSULTATION

TIMEGOLD
(Jewellers)
Diamond, gold and silver
Jewellery
*
Michel Herbelin, and Accurist
Watches
Gifts for all occasions
*
LLADRÓ figurines
*
On the premises repairs to
Watches, clocks and
Jewellery
****
25 The Broadway
Woodford Green
IG8 0HQ
***
020 8504 6140
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Are you happy for the intestacy laws of the country to dictate who receives your estate?

Window & Door Repairs
Do you have Doors that cannot Lock Properly or
Do you have Broken Hinges
Broken Down Double Glazed Units
or discoloured Georgian Bars

Telephone for a FREE Estimate
We can also fit New Window/Door Handles or Locks In addition
we can fit Restricted Hinges for
Children’s Bedrooms

please call Paul on 07721 687 551
from 8.00am - 8.00pm
or visit: www.residentsassociations.co.uk/
windowsanddoors/index.htm

PROBATE

Call us for a quote you will be surprised how much you can save!

LASTING POWERS OF ATTORNEY

Unless you make a Lasting Power of Attorney your family will NOT be
able to deal with your financial affairs if you are unable to do so yourself.

INHERITANCE TAX

Is your estate above the inheritance tax threshold?
How will IHT be funded on your death?

WE DO HOME AND HOSPITAL VISITS
PROTECT YOUR ASSETS NOW – CALL YVETTE BACCHUS ON

0208 524 9111 OR 07932 506 031

or email Yvette at ybacchus@bacchuslaw.co.uk
w w w.b ac c husl aw. c o. uk

Authorised and Regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority No: 282253

OPHTHALMIC OPTICIANS
Ted Baker

Dolce &
Gabbana

Terrence
Conran

Elizabeth
Arden

Calvin Klein

Face a Face

Pro Design

Austin Reed

Manish Arora

Too busy
for an eye test?
We are now open until
8.00pm
Thursday evening

Burberry

Eye ‘DC

Fendi

Prada

Fully Air
Conditioned
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